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Art as environment: How does installation art tell stories and create

experiences?

Installation art is a diffuse term, with a constantly broadening definition, but something that

links all great installation pieces is their eagerness to share stories. This essay explores the

way that different artists manipulate their surroundings to suit how they want to tell their

stories, and the similarities and differences between them.

All pieces of installation art rely on a rich language of symbolism and semiotics to work, but it

is up to the artist to make these elements as clear or obfuscated as they like. In the first

paragraphs I look at case studies of artists who have a mythological and historical attitude to

their work, and how they feel this approach tells stories. Later I explore artists who are

interested in creating cross-cultural tableaux using items recognisable from modern life, and

the feelings this creates. Overall this essay examines the human fascination with art as a

surrounding, and how it’s helped to tell stories for thousands of years.

Figure 1 ‘The Crib’ (1973) Paul Thek (Alchetron, 2020)

While Paul Thek was known for his series of wax sculpture relilquies, most of which were

less than one meter tall, his later works took the form of a series of successively more

complicated installations. Thek’s installations were ‘temporary, site-specific environments’

(Catoir, 2013) , that filled whole buildings, and included several winding paths and small

den-like rooms. This style of working means some researchers consider him ‘one of the first

artists to create environments or installations’ (Whitney.org, 2010), with nobody previously

having created installations that mixed elements of set dressing, sculpture and performance.

Thek’s work would still be considered unique by today’s standard, as the structure of his art
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led the viewer through rooms that gave the patrons opportunity for interaction. Thek called it

‘artistic intervention’ (Catoir, 2013), these viewers became participants, confronted with an

installation that borrowed symbology from an array of sources, ideograms from every religion

brushing up against those of a spiritual nature, in a way that made interpreting the overall

room personal: ‘There are numerous signs and symbols which are similar and kindred.’

(Catoir, 2013). In the same way that Berger thought that the child’s pin board was a

collection of tangentially but, ultimately only personally, related symbols that would one day

‘replace museums’ (Berger, 2012) so too did Thek use the ‘mysterious similarity of all forms’

(Catoir, 2013) to create a fable that any person could walk through and interpret freely, ‘and

give us a sense of the incomprehensible unity of all things’.

The Crib (1973) was the perfect example of how Thek used artistic and narrative techniques

throughout his installations. Light and water were used to ground the fabricated surroundings

with a natural feel, like the installation was an extension of the outside, an integration of the

interior and exterior. His disregard for the established parameters of what a sculpture should

be reflects attitudes of early paleolithic man ‘the people of the Pleistocene made their entire

world into a gallery, that animals charged across every rock-face [...] they were surrounded

on all sides by echoes and images of themselves, in a world where image and object had

not yet torn themselves apart.’ (Kriss, 2017) Like early man, Thek’s installations work on a

more engaging narrative level than a static sculpture because they're not limited by space;

Instead, they grow and change with the people who visit.

Mirroring Thek, Barbara Hepworth's work encapsulates the idea of ‘image and object’ as

one, a feeling she regularly describes as integral to her creative process  ‘All my early

memories are of forms and shapes and textures. Moving through and over the West Riding

landscape with my father in his car, the hills were sculptures; the roads defined the form.

Above all, there was the sensation of moving physically over the contours of fulnesses and

concavities, through hollows and over peaks’ (Hepworth, 2020) Hepworth felt her work was

an expression of how she interpreted the world, her sculpture being so connected to

geographical forms that it felt natural to seat them in the same context. The sculpture garden

she curated was a natural extension of her work, more suiting than the white walls of a

gallery would ever be.

Hepworth was committed to her work being installed outdoors, even if it was detrimental to

the monetary value.
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Figure 2 ‘River Form’ (1965) Barbara Hepworth (Gale, 1998)

River Form (1965) is a small sculpture situated close to Trewyn studio, notable for it’s

enclosed hollow form, with the Tate’s description noting ‘A substantial amount of rainwater

collects in the interior which, though enhancing the sculpture with reflections, may be

associated with the blue discolouration of the faults at either end.’ (Gale, 1998) Despite

some feeling the elements were impactinging the work in a negative way, Hepworth only saw

this as a positive, and insisted that the rainwater was an example of the natural interacting

with the constructed, and changing how it could be interpreted. River form is one of the

smaller, simplistic sculptures in the garden, but ‘the oval, spherical or pierced form [...] which

translates for me the association and meaning of gesture in landscape’ (Hepworth, 2020)

helps to demystify how Hepworth saw the world. Hepworth’s work invites interaction in an

accessible way, like looking at the way the water ebbs and changes the interior, or looking

through the window-like piercings, forcing the viewer to change how they look at their

surrounding environment.

While many of Hepworth’s outdoor sculptures benefited from the viewer being able to freely

move around to ‘experience it from all vantage-points, [and] see how the light enters it’

(Gale, 1999) one sculpture in the garden allows a degree of interaction that had rarely been

seen in the art world until then. Four-square (Walk Through) 1966 is the largest, and perhaps

the most physically imposing sculpture that Hepworth completed. Despite the large size

suggesting impersonality to the viewer, it actually offers a uniquely intimate narrative

experience. Hepworth started her artistic career making small alabaster statuettes, with

forms that suggested the ‘small stones on a beach, but also the hills and mountain ranges

across the landscape’ (Curtis, 2013), showing the beginnings of the artist’s need to connect
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the material and its outcome. As she gained the experience and means to do so, Hepworth

could explore scale and material in new ways, Four-square representing a summit in her

progression. Everything about the sculpture, from the placement that ‘helps to orientate’

(Curtis, 2013)  the viewer, to the consideration of how the tactile finish would feel underfoot

“deeply scarred [...] providing the grip appropriate for walking on” (Gale, 1999) showed the

sculpture was built with a motive, to invite and welcome participation. These considerations

all help ‘Four-square’ serve its purpose, to facilitate ‘participation of the visitor, to move

through and touch, and to use its prospects to frame nature and the outside world’ (Gale,

1999). This quote shows the main thread running through all of Hepworth's installations -

connection between a person and their natural surroundings, and the lengths that her

practice went to to help build a way to fulfil it. Other outdoor works searched for the best way

to tell an account of a scene, but Four-square was the realisation that the artist could make

‘her own special place, within the sculpture itself’ (Curtis, 2013)  to foster a connection . Like

Thek, Hepworth constructed an intimate space in which she can weave a narrative with the

help of the participant’s interpretation, making that intangible idea of ‘image and object’

(Kriss, 2017) tangible, only achieved by an installation’s personified ability to invite a

participant to enter into a space ‘in order to complete to the conversation’. (Curtis, 2013)

Figure 3 Four-square (Walk Through) (1966) Barbara Hepworth (Gale, 1999)

Thek and Hepworth relied on creating an arrangement of shared symbolism that could be

interpreted to tell stories, but other artists took the familiarity of the home, the bedroom, or

the office, and subverted it. Louise Bourgeois was a french-american artist whose work

redefined attitudes towards using found objects in sculpture. She worked across multiple
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more conventional mediums, such as painting and printmaking, but sculpture was the

discipline that allowed a clear story to take shape; A story that the artist spent her career

telling and retelling. Many of Bourgeois’s installations ‘provide settings for her personal

narratives’ (MoMA, 2004), childhood and the artist’s family being an overarching theme in

her work. The ‘settings’ that she creates encapsulate her own personal and intimate feelings

using a combination of found and created objects. The first of these installations, known as

‘cells’, was Articulated Lair (1986). The lair takes the form of a circle made of screen doors,

shielding the gaze of the outside world. The walls ‘have hinges [...] If they were stretched out

the lair could be much bigger.’ (MoMA, 2020). This possibility of the demensions suddenly

contracting or expanding provides a sense of the unknown, the walls no longer a symbol of

stability and protection, Bourgeois explained that ‘the security of a lair can also be a trap.’

(MoMA, 2004). The viewer enters the space to witness a dwelling inside - a low black stool

and rows of hanging protuberances. The stool is only fit for the frame of a young person, as

if ‘the lair’s resident were child-sized and sought no company’ (MoMA, 2004), which reflects

the emotional turmoil that Bourgeois felt during her childhood. The high walls of the lair allow

the artist, represented by the child’s seat, to sequester herself in a private sanctuary away

from her family - predominantly her father, who Bourgeois described as ‘very dominating

within the family’ (Bergstrom-Katz, 2008). The hanging shapes, casts made from black

rubber, seem to represent sustenance ‘stored in a hunter’s cave’ (MoMA, 2020). Bourgeois

used more biomorphic hanging forms in other installations, such as Fillette (1968) but in

Articulated Lair these forms appear to the viewer as a stock to provide sustenance to a

person seeking refuge. Entering the installation’s atmosphere reminds the viewer of the

times in their life when they also felt alone, allowing a much deeper connection between the

artist’s story and the observer. This atmosphere is only effective because Bourgeois has

used a combination of objects that would be familiar to the viewer, allowing them to be

grounded within their own experience, and then subverting comfortable familiarity with the

unknown.
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Figure 4 Articulated Lair (1986) Louise Bourgeois (MoMA, 2004)

Louise Bourgeois expanded on this childhood narrative with another set of cells, Red Room

(Child) and Red Room (Parents) (1994). The Red Rooms are formed of two enclosed

compositions, ‘the only pair of Cells in the series.’ (Guggenheim-bilbao.eus, 2020). The

definite separation, but corresponding decor between the two installations suggests rooms in

a house, and show the emotional distance that Bourgeois felt between herself and her

family. Another striking feature is the use of colour theory - almost every object in the

installation is red, a colour that, to Bourgeois, represented  ‘blood, violence [...] jealousy,

malevolence, and guilt’ (Guggenheim-bilbao.eus, 2020). Bourgeois’s vivid use of colour and

object, with its obvious symbolism, confronts the viewer with a compact history of the artist’s

life. Again, this is heightened by the use of familiar found objects, things that the viewer

would recognize from their own childhood, shown against representations of malevolence

and guilt. The symbolism in the Red Rooms feels ‘pseudo-religious [with] ritualistic

overtones' (Madden, 2014) much like Thek’s The Crib, but Bourgeois’s narrative is not up to

other’s interpretation, much less the physical intrusion that Thek’s work invites. The viewer is

only invited into this representation through a frosted window, adding to a ‘sense of

voyeurism’ (MAC, 2017) that manifests as a feeling of unwelcome intrusion of the artist’s life.

Bourgeois is still creating a narrative through her use of colour association and installation,

it’s just being guarded, protected from misinterpretation by a physical barrier.

Bourgeois not only told the story of her own life in her sculpture, but those she admired as

well. Spider (Cell) (1997) is another cell installation, a sculptural arrangement  encompassed

by the legs of a 15ft tall insect. The spider as a motif is something that Bourgeois was

fascinated with for the entirety of her career ‘that she first depicted in a small ink and

charcoal drawing in 1947’ (Manchester, 2009). The spider in Bourgeois’s work most often

‘represented her feelings about her mother’ (Showalter, 2019) which the viewer may assume
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to be a negative association, but the artist had different opinions, quoted as saying ‘My best

friend was my mother and she was deliberate, clever, patient [...] indispensable, neat and as

useful as a spider… I shall never tire of representing her.’ (Showalter, 2019). The spider also

represented Bourgeois’s mother in a more literal sense, who made her career as a weaver.

As a child Bourgeois helped in the tapestry workshop that her mother ran, and she spoke of

this experience fondly ‘weavers had an influence on me as a woman and as an artist’

(Showalter, 2019) Given this context, the viewer begins to understand that the symbolism

that Bourgeois is using to tell a story is a loving tribute, not an indictment. She emphasises

this connection with the found objects that are contained within the spider’s ‘nest’. The

interior of the cell is decorated with found objects that had been gathered over Bourgeois’s

lifetime ‘Most things that were significant to her she held on to’. (Gorovoy, 2017) Bourgeois

understood that the best way to build a meaningful narrative was to be able to experience a

closeness with the subject, and using her mother’s personal effects is a level of intimacy that

is rarely seen in large-scale sculpture. This intimacy would have been further supported by

the artist’s wish for the viewer to ‘enter that piece and sit in the chair and be underneath the

protection of the mother’ (Gorovoy, 2017), but due to the value of the piece the extent of this

interaction had to be limited. This poignant exploration of the relationship she had with her

mother through a constructed artefact was a way of ensuring that the memory could ‘survive

much longer than her own physical presence’ (Gorovoy, 2017) and be shared with others.

In all of Bourgeois’s installations the everyday items help to further contextualize her own life

story, with her created elements added to represent the metaphysical aspects of her

narratives. Combined, her ‘Cells’ have the ability to draw the viewer in with a shared

language of familiarity, and use the physical presence of the installation to captivate. Finding

‘a secret inner room’ (Showalter, 2019)  was an abstract thought that the artist tried to

conceptualize throughout her career, and her installation sculptures allowed Bourgeois the

freedom to explore narratives that would have been inconceivable as more traditional

mediums.
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Figure 5 Spider (Cell) (1997) Louise Bourgeois (Gorovoy, 2017)

While every piece of art is intended to tell a story in some capacity, installation sculpture’s

inherent interactivity means that people can get closer to an artist’s narrative. Humans have

always strived to find more captivating ways to experience media, with 4D cinemas and VR

headsets giving creators unique tools to tell stories in more immersive ways than before.

The concepts behind installation art are being applied to different areas of modern

storytelling, and are succeeding in creating engaging experiences. An installation art piece

that filmed participants and used their movements to generate a corresponding visual

narrative noted ‘participants enjoyed exploring their spatial freedom. Some young

participants jumped, crawled on the floor, and entered the scene by running.’ (Samanci,

2007). The candidates in this experiment enjoyed building a narrative from their individual

experience and their engagement, the study noting that they felt the installation ‘provides a

rich set of interactions.’ (Samanci, 2007).

In this essay the way installation art tells stories was found to be aided by the use and

subversion of recognisable found objects, or as one critic noted ‘the union between content

and form’ (Saint-Phalle, 2003). Other installation sculptures take an intangible idea that the

artist has and makes it into a fully visual space for the story to inhabit, that ‘open themselves

to visitors through passages, doors, and gates’ (Saint-Phalle, 2003) and that participants can

walk through. Perhaps the best way that installation art can provide the framework for a

narrative to ‘draw attention to the alternative existence’ (Wells, 2016) by taking advantage of

scale and presence. A visitor in a gallery could observe a pastoral painting and get an

understanding of what life would be like in that scene, but if asked to walk through and
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experience an installation with their own body, how the artist intended it, the encounter is a

much more rewarding form of storytelling.
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